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Abstract 
This article provides a description and linguistic analysis of the Tai Tham script-based 
orthography of Tai Khuen, a Tai-Kadai language spoken in Eastern Shan State, Myanmar. The 
language has a long history of writing flowing out of the literary and religious culture nurtured 
by the Lan Na Kingdom from the 13
th
 Century onwards. Comparison of phoneme and grapheme 
inventories shows that the orthography is well able to represent the spoken language as well as 
ancient Pali religious texts. Apart from spelling conventions reflecting the etymology of 
borrowed Pali and Sanskrit morphemes, sound changes over time have also decreased the 
phonological transparency of the orthography, notwithstanding the need of some more 
conservative varieties which still preserve distinctions lost in other varieties. Despite the 
complexities of the script, the literacy rates in Khuen are remarkably high for a minority 
language not taught in the government school system. 
Keywords: Phonology; Orthography; Tai Languages. 
ISO 639-3 codes: kkh, pli, tha, nod, khb, khm 
1. Introduction
Tai Khuen – hereafter Khuen /kʰɯ̌n/ – is a Southwestern Tai language with around 100,000 (Diller 1994)
speakers in Myanmar. Lewis et al. (2016) cite a Khuen population in Thailand in 2000 of 6,280 while
Schliessinger (2003:90) reports one Khuen village of around 600 inhabitants in Laos. In Myanmar, Khuen
<Hkun> is one of the 135 ethnic groups officially recognised by the government (Ananda Travel 2009). The
Khuen capital, Kengtung was established by Mangrai as a northern fortress in 1267 (Ongsakul 2005). The
Khuen were introduced to the Lan Na orthography in the 13
th
 century (Sai Kham Mong, 2004). Since that
time the orthography used by the Khuen has developed distinctively from the Lan Na orthography. Literacy
has developed a high value in Khuen culture. This paper describes the orthography and analyses its capacity
to represent the language and ancient Pali religious texts as well as assessing its user-friendliness. Both
Egerod (1959) and Petsuk (1978:110-117) have described Khuen orthography in relation to the dialect
spoken in Kengtung. This article is written from a new vantage point in time and incorporates ways both the
language and orthography have changed since those accounts were written as well as knowledge of
contemporary dialectal variation (Owen 2008; 2012). Furthermore, at a time when use of the orthography in
electronic media is growing, aspects of the current state of development of Khuen in this domain are also
addressed.
After a brief overview of the typological features of the language and the literary culture, Khuen 
phonology is summarised with attention given to a key theoretical issue in Tai phonology, namely the 
phonemic status of the glottal stop. Historical development of the Khuen language and orthography are 
briefly described and the defining characteristics of the Khuen writing system considered. Section 6 lays out 
the grapheme-phoneme correspondences and Section 7 gives a brief assessment of the user-friendliness of 
the orthography. I would like to thank the monks of Wat Tha Kradas, Chiang Mai and Wat Pa Daek, Mae Sai 
for their patience in answering my many questions in the preparation of this paper. 
General terminology in this paper follows Cook & Bassetti (2005:4). A writing system is ‘the overall 
way in which written symbols connect to the language (e.g. alphabetic, syllabic writing systems)’. The term 
‘script’ refers to ‘the physical implementation of a writing system e.g. the Roman and Cyrillic alphabets for 
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alphabetic writing systems)’. We note that the same script may be used to write many different languages. 
Finally an ‘orthography’ is defined as, ‘the rules for using a script in a particular language (e.g. the English 
or Italian orthography for the Roman alphabet).’ So the Khuen orthography is based on Tai Tham script 
which is also used by Northern Thai and Tai Lue whose orthographies differ slightly from Khuen. 
2. Khuen language and culture 
In common with other Tai peoples, the Khuen are valley-dwelling wet rice growers. Khuen cultural history is 
closely connected to that of the Lan Na kingdom founded by Mang Rai in the late 13
th
 Century and based in 
Chiang Mai (Wyatt 2003:70). Not least in this was the introduction of the Lan Na (Tai Tham) script (Penth 
1994:13). The prominent role of the Buddhist clergy in the intellectual life of the community remains a pillar 
of support in the maintenance of Khuen language and literacy (Peltier 1996:20). Although not taught in 
government schools, Khuen literacy is taught in Buddhist temples since Khuen is the main language of 
Buddhist written materials in Kengtung and neighbouring townships. Furthermore, Owen’s (2008) study of 
literacy in five Khuen villages shows that men spent on average around 7 years of their lives as members of a 
temple community and almost 100% developed high literacy proficiency in Khuen. Although not members 
of the temple community, many women (around 50% in Owen’s study) also become literate in Khuen, some 
through classes held in local temples by the Khuen Cultural and Literature Committee and some through 
informal instruction from family members. 
Tai languages are isolating tonal languages with a ‘propensity for monosyllabic morphemes’ (Morey 
2005:208). Many polysyllabic morphemes in modern varieties are borrowed from other languages – in the 
case of Khuen from Burmese, Pali, Sanskrit and English (Petsuk 1978:26). In common with other Tai 
languages – see for example Iwasaki and Ingkaphirom (2005:25-48) for Standard Thai – compounding is the 
most productive derivational process in Khuen (Petsuk 1978:56-67). Reduplication is often used to derive an 
adverb from an adjective (Bhikku 2008) or as an intensifying device (Petsuk 1978:63). Affixation is quite 
limited in Khuen with Petsuk (1978:65) listing just five bound morphemes.  
Petsuk (1978ː26) posits the typical phonological syllable in Khuen monosyllabic morphemes or stressed 
syllables in polysyllabic morphemes as C(C)V(C)
T
, that is, a compulsory initial consonant followed by a 
highly restricted optional second consonant, an obligatory vowel nucleus carrying an obligatory tone 
followed by an optional consonant final. Note also that the vowel can be the syllabic nasal [m̩]. This 
structure provides a framework for interpretation of individual segments as described below. Unstressed 
syllables in polysyllabic morphemes conform to a CV
T
 template where the vowel is normally, but not 
always, [a] and the tone is also highly restricted but not enough to be considered toneless (Petsuk 1978:28-
29). Whether or not the onset is obligatory is open to debate and will be discussed in Section 3.1 below. 
3. Khuen phonology 
Various authors have described the phonemes of Khuen in Myanmar (Egerod, 1959; Hudak, 1994 based on 
fieldwork in 1964 by Gedney; Petsuk, 1978; Owen, 2008). There is a high degree of commonality between 
the accounts, but also differences attributable to dialect and time. Diachronic changes and contemporary 
variation are discussed in more detail in Owen (2008; 2012). Generally speaking, the direction of change is 
towards fewer contrasts resulting in smaller phonemic inventories. Different dialects are at different stages in 
the process, and more conservative varieties preserve some contrasts that have been lost in others. For 
simplicity, this paper will use the more conservative descriptions (Egerod 1959; Hudak 1994) as a basis for 
discussing grapheme-phoneme correspondences, but segments whose phonemic status is questionable are 
discussed. 
3.1 Status of glottal stop in Khuen 
The status of the glottal stop in SW Tai languages has been much discussed with two basic positions. Taking 
the non-phonemic position, Morey (2005:112) argues against transcribing an initial phonemic /ʔ/ for the Tai 
languages of Assam because it is often omitted in connected speech, whereas other initial unaspirated stops 
are not omitted. Noss (1964ː9) argues that although the glottal stop occurs phonetically in both initial and 
final positions in Standard Thai, it is not phonemic in either because its presence is determined respectively 
by the onset or end of either loud or normal stress phonemes. On the other hand for the phonemic position, 
Egerod gives phonemic status to the glottal in initial position, but in final position its occurrence is 
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predictable following short vowels in Khuen (1959ː125-6) or with three particular tones in Shan (1957:123-
5). Hudak’s approach also posits phonemic /ʔ/ for Khuen (1994:978; 1022). Reconstructions of Proto-
Southwestern Tai invariably posit a phonemic glottal stop (Pittayaporn 2009a; Li 1977; Jonsson 1991; 
Sarawit 1973; Brown 1985) which patterns with other glottalized or implosive consonants rather than other 
voiceless stops in relation to tonal splits and mergers. In initial position, [ʔ] contrasts with other oral stops in 
Khuen (Petsuk 1978ː7) but, as for the Tai languages of Assam, ‘no minimal pair can be found to distinguish 
a glottal initial from a vowel initial’ (Morey 2005:113), so the contrast could be due to the absence of an 
initial rather than the presence of a glottal stop. The fact that what are regarded as vowel-initial syllables by 
proponents of the non-phonemic glottal position are restricted to certain tonal categories is not sufficient to 
establish the phonemic status of the glottal. 
Duanmu (2010:57-8) points out that although an initial glottal stop is often pronounced when a word is 
spoken in isolation, in connected speech the glottal is not pronounced. He concludes that the glottal initial is 
an ‘unintended gesture: the vocal tract cannot assume the vowel gesture all of a sudden, and the glottal stop 
reflects an unintended state before the vowel is pronounced’ (2010:73).  
In Khuen, as in southwestern Tai languages in general, the final glottal stop is limited to short vowels 
and predictable in this environment, whereas other stops can occur after both long and short vowels. This 
presupposes that vowel length is phonemic, the position taken in this paper, although as Li points out, the 
functional load of vowel length in Tai languages is low (1964:12). This will be discussed in more detail in 
Section 3.3 below. In summary, then, this paper takes the glottal stop to be non-phonemic. 
3.2 Khuen Consonant Phonemes 
Egerod (1959:125) identified 20 initial consonant phonemes in naturally spoken Khuen. These are shown in 
Table 1, with the exception of glottal stop which in this paper it is not considered phonemic – see Section 
3.1. For conciseness, /c/ is used to represent the voiceless laminal pre-palatal affricate [tɕ]. 
Table 1: Khuen initial consonant phonemes (adapted from Egerod 1959) 
Manner/Place of articulation Labial Alveolar Aveolopalatal Velar Glottal 
Oral stop b  p  pʰ d  t  tʰ c [tɕ] k  kʰ  
Nasal stop m n  ŋ  
Fricative f s   h 
Liquid  r l    
Approximant w  j   
 
Subsequent authors describing spoken Khuen have largely agreed with Egerod’s phonemes, though 
some differences have been identified. Petsuk (1978:11-15) identified only 16 phonemes, analysing /b/, /d/ 
and /f/ as occasional reflexes of the phonemes /w/, /l/ and /pʰ/ respectively. Petsuk’s informant was from near 
the state capital Kengtung, where Khuen is in contact with and heavily influenced by Shan (Egerod 
1959:123-4; Owen 2012:19-20; 29). Hartmann’s comparison of modern reflexes of Proto-Southwestern Tai 
consonants neatly explains how contact with Shan might lead to Khuen /b d f/ shifting to /w l pʰ/ (Hartmann 
2008). Owen (2004) identified the same phonemes as Egerod in a dialect from an area more remote from the 
capital. 
In addition to the phonemes of naturally spoken Khuen in Table 1, Egerod (1959:125) lists six 
phonemes used in ‘reading the alphabet aloud and in learned pronunciation of Pali words,’ viz. /ɡ, ɡʱ, cʰ, ɲ; 
dʱ, ƥ/. So in addition to the inventory of phonemes in spoken Khuen, some speakers have an additional 
inventory used for reading Pali or pronouncing the alphabet. As can be seen by comparing this list to the full 
list of consonant graphemes in Section 6 below, not all graphemes used for Pali words have their traditional 
Pali pronunciation. In line with her general trend of recognising fewer phonemes in Khuen, Petsuk (1978:14) 
reported only one extra phone [tɕʰ] in reading pronunciation. The phoneme /r/ was absent from Petsuk’s data 
but present in Owen (2004) both in native Khuen morphemes and those derived from Pali. We note in 
passing that SWT varieties that preserve /r/ also often preserve /b d/ (see comparison or modern reflexes in 
Hartmann 2008.) In other words, /b d/ tend to pattern together and are likely to be retained for longer than /r/ 
and the evidence from different authors on Khuen supports this pattern. 
Previous authors agree that there are two initial consonant clusters in ordinary Khuen words, namely 
/kw/ and /kʰw/, but they feature in only a relatively small number of words, with the second element often 
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subject to elision in natural speech. In addition to the above, Petsuk (1978ː16-17) reported the following 
clusters in loan words from Burmese, Sanskrit or Paliː /pj pʰj mj kj tw sw/. Egerod reported /mj, kj/ in 
‘Burmese-Shan loanwords’ as well as /tw tʰw sw/ and /tr tʰr sr/ (1959ː123). 
Syllable codas in Khuen are limited to final nasal and oral stops /p t k m n ŋ/ and the approximants /w j/. 
As noted above, in final position the glottal stop is predictable – limited to short vowels – and is thus not 
phonemic. The other three oral stops have no audible release phonetically. We note that the inventory of 
finals is less than half the size of the initials. Discussing a similar pattern for his reconstruction of Proto-Tai, 
Pittayaporn (2009b:193-4) points to neutralisations of position and phonation type which cause the reduction 
of the large onset inventory to the highly limited coda inventory. Such asymmetries between onset and coda 
inventories are common in Southeast Asia (Rhee 2003:140-141). 
3.3 Khuen vowel phonemes 
The Khuen vowel phonemes as identified by Egerod (1959) and Hudak (1994) are presented in Table 2. The 
familiar nine Tai vowel positions are attested with length distinctions in each position.  
Table 2: Khuen vowel phonemes 
 Front Central Back 
High i  iː ɯ  ɯː u  uː 
Mid e  eː ɤ  ɤː o  oː 
Low ɛ  ɛː a  aː ɔ  ɔː 
 
Egerod (1959:125) commented that there was some tendency to confuse long and short versions of the 
high vowels. Petsuk (1978:6) identified phonetic length differences in all nine positions for spoken Khuen 
but only found evidence of contrast for the low vowels. Owen (2008:307) observed that the large difference 
in frequency of occurrence of the different Khuen vowels meant that the functional load of the length 
distinction varied greatly from position to position. Furthermore, contemporary Khuen dialects show 
different patterns of phonetic length realisation (Owen 2008:307). Length contrasts do not exist for all 
syllable types. As mentioned above, in the absence of any other consonant final, short vowels are always 
followed by a (phonetic) glottal stop whereas long vowels never occur before a final glottal. Furthermore, 
since vowel length distinctions in checked syllables condition tone distinctions, contrast in identical 
environment is not found for checked syllables. Contrast is found in unchecked syllables, particularly those 
ending in a nasal or semivowel. All told, combined with the omission of glottal stop from the consonant 
inventory, positing phonemic length for all nine vowels positions provides a neat, perfectly symmetric 
solution with slight possible overdifferentiation in the case of less-common vowels. This will be discussed 
further in relation to the orthography in section 6.3 below. 
3.4 Khuen tones 
Older descriptions of Khuen phonology identified six phonemic tones (Egerod 1959; Hudak 1994) whereas 
more recent studies identified only five (Petsuk 1978; Owen 2003).  Owen (2012) found both five-tone and 
six-tone systems in contemporary use. He presented evidence pointing to contact with 5-tone Shan as the 
cause of a loss of the low rising tone which had no phonetic counterpart in Shan. As will be shown in Table 
4, the low rising tone (#3) merged with the low falling tone (#4). Both five- and six-tone systems are 
described in Table 3. Phonetic characterisations use a 5-point scale with ‘5’ denoting high pitch and ‘1’ low 
pitch. Phonemically the tones are labelled 1-6 as shown in the first column. Following Gedney (1973), tones 
are numbered according to the tones on unchecked syllables and the phonetic characterisation is for 
unchecked syllables as shown in the examples in the final column. Tones on checked syllables are associated 
with the nearest phonetic counterpart on unchecked syllables, although different phonetic environments often 
produce different pitch contours, not least because of vowel length differences. Petsuk (1978ː24) reports that 
when the tone of the preceding syllable ends in high pitch, Tone 2 is realised as high rising [45]. 
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Table 3: Khuen phonemic tones 
Owen (2012) Gedney [1964] Egerod (1959) Petsuk (1978) Example 
# 6-Tone System 5-Tone system     
1 falling rising 
[215] 
falling rising 
[325] 
rising 
[35] 
high rising low rising 
[15] 
ka:²¹⁵ 
‘crow’ 
2 high 
[44] 
mid 
[32] 
high 
[44] 
high level low mid slightly 
rising [23] 
ka:⁴⁴ 
‘car’ 
3 low rising 
[13] 
- low with slight rise 
[12] 
low slightly rising - ka:¹³ 
‘charm’ 
4 low 
[21] 
low 
[21] 
low 
[22] 
low falling low falling 
[21] 
ka:²¹ 
‘price’ 
5 mid glottalized 
[33ʔ] 
mid glottalized 
[33ʔ] 
mid glottalized 
[33ʔ]  
mid slightly falling 
with glottal stop 
mid glottalized 
[32ʔ] 
ka:³³ˀ 
‘dance’ 
6 high falling 
[51] 
high falling 
[41] 
high falling 
glottalized [51ʔ] 
high falling high falling 
[51] 
ka:⁵¹ 
‘trade’ 
 
The descriptions of the tones in Table 3 show that there is general agreement between authors when 
comparing systems with the same number of tones. Apart from the number of tones, the most noticeable 
difference between the five- and six-tone systems is the different pitch height of Tone 2. In the five-tone 
system, Tone 2 is much closer in height to Tone 5, whose glottal constriction is a key auditory cue in 
differentiating the two tones (Owen 2012:26).  
Table 4 uses Gedney’s (1973) tone box to show how the tones in both the five- and six-tone systems are 
distributed over 20 possible tonal categories defined by proto-initial and proto-tone category. The 
distribution of tones is consistent for authors who report the same total number of tones. Egerod (1959), 
Gedney [1964] and Owen (2004) report the distribution of the six-tone system in Table 4 whereas Petsuk 
(1978) and Owen (2012) report the distribution of the five-tone system. A checked syllable is one that ends 
in one of the stops /p t k/ (short or long vowels) or [ʔ] (short vowels only). An unchecked syllable on the 
other hand ends in a long vowel, nasal /m n ŋ/ or semi-vowel /w j/. 
Table 4: Gedney tone box showing distribution of Khuen phonemic tones (adapted from Owen 2012) 
  Proto-Tai Tonal Categories 
  Six-tone system Five-tone system 
  Checked Unchecked Checked Unchecked 
  A B C DS DL A B C DS DL 
Initials 
at time 
of tone 
splits 
Voiceless friction sounds 
*s, m̥, pʰ, etc. 
1 3 5 2 3 1 4 5 2 4 
Voiceless unaspirated stops 
*p, t, k, etc. 
1 3 5 2 3 1 4 5 2 4 
Glottalised sounds 
*ʔ, ʔb, etc. 
2 3 5 2 3 2 4 5 2 4 
Voiced sounds 
*b, m, l, etc. 
2 4 6 6 4 2 4 6 6 4 
 
Comparing the distributions of tones in the two systems in Table 4, it can be seen that the only 
difference is caused by the merger of Tone 3 with Tone 4 in the five-tone system. In both systems, B=DL, 
that is, the B and DL columns show the same distribution pattern, a common feature of tone splits in Tai 
(Gedney 1989:216). The split in the A-column between rows 2 and 3 is not common in SWT as a whole, but 
is shared with Northern Thai and Lue Mong Yawng (Eastern Shan State, Myanmar) but not with Lue 
Jinghong (Xishuangbanna, China) (Owen 2008). 
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4. Khuen language development and history 
The Khuen orthography is based on the Tai Tham script which was derived from Mon (which itself was 
ultimately derived from Brahmi) in the Lan Na kingdom of the 13
th
 century (Hartmann 1986ː9). Northern 
Thai and Tai Lue are closely related languages whose history shares the use of orthographies based on Tai 
Tham script, but despite strong maintenance of the spoken forms of those languages, their current use of their 
Tham-based orthographies is limited. In 2009 the Tai Tham script was incorporated into the Unicode 
Standard (version 5.2) (The Unicode Consortium 2009), however, use of Khuen Unicode is hampered by 
rendering problems in major computer and mobile applications as well as the need for a special keyboard. 
This manuscript for example was prepared with a combination of Unicode and legacy fonts to overcome 
rendering problems. Trager (2014) describes some of the challenges in creating fonts for Tai Tham. See also 
Figure 1 and Table 5 for a sense of how multiple graphemic elements can over crowd the space around a 
base symbol. 
Following an unpublished religious dictionary (Bhikku 2005), a Khuen-English pocket dictionary 
(Bhikku 2008) was published and then a large English-Khuen reference dictionary (Kana Pap Aphithan 
2008). Since these dictionaries are relatively new and not known to the whole Khuen community, it is not 
surprising that the process of orthographic standardisation is not yet finished. Different temple schools have 
different conventions in the composition of certain complex vowel graphemes, in spelling, and in the 
dictionary order of vowels. Peltier (1996) and the primers published by the Committee for the Preservation 
of Native Language and Culture (Kana Anurak Phasa lae Wattanatham Puen Mueng 2011) were taken as the 
main sources for contemporary usage of the script. 
Since the adoption of the present orthography for Khuen, the spoken language – along with all other Tai 
languages – has undergone many phonological changes. Pittayaporn (2009) proposed specific phonetic 
characterisations of the four tones of Proto-Tai using the four ‘dimensions’ of pitch height, voice quality, 
pitch contour and vowel duration. Subsequently all Tai varieties underwent what is termed a ‘binary register 
split’ conditioned by an onset voicing contrast which cut across all four tonal categories (see Pittayaporn 
2009 for a description). Liao (2016) described two stages of post Proto-Tai tonal development. In the first 
stage, voiceless and glottalized initials developed a high register and voiced initials developed a low register. 
In the second stage, glottalized initials split from the high register to form a third register, although the 
combination of syllable types with registers created too many tonal distinctions so the glottalized initials 
often merged into the low register. This development is reflected in the orthography by the division of the 
consonant inventory into three ‘classes’, namely ‘High’; ‘Mid’; ‘Low’ – see Table 12 for details of which 
consonants are in which classes. These labels do not reflect current phonetic tones. The high and low classes 
represent the historic high and low registers respectively while mid class represents the register created by 
the splitting of the glottalized sounds. So Khuen consonant initials contain inherent tonal information which 
combines with syllable type and tone diacritics to determine the correct tone. Like the Thai orthography but 
unlike contemporary Lao, Khuen spelling still reflects the Indic origins of loanwords. This decreases the 
phonological transparency of the orthography, particularly where finals are concerned, meaning that many 
spellings have to be memorised because they cannot be predicted by their pronunciation alone. 
5. Defining characteristics of the Khuen writing system 
Khuen is written from left to right and starting from the top of the page. The basis of the Khuen orthography 
is the orthographic syllable, a template for which is shown in Figure 1. Each syllable has:  
1. an obligatory base symbol with its inherent vowel and tone class;  
2. (optionally) up to four vowel symbols;  
3. an optional medial consonant (prescript, subscript or postscript);  
4. an optional final consonant (subscript, postscript or superscript); and  
5. an optional tone diacritic which interacts with syllable type and initial consonant class to determine the 
tone.  
The superscript consonant is limited to final -᩺ <-r> and  -ᩙ <-ŋ> in syllables where a subscript vowel 
prevents the use of a subscript final consonant (Petsuk 1978:112-3). Superscript forms are mainly found in 
handwritten text, whereas regular forms of these consonants in postscript position are the norm for printed 
texts. We note that the Unicode Standard includes codes for both superscript /ŋ/ and /r/ so it is possible to 
create Unicode fonts that use them. 
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For the vast majority of syllables, the base symbol is a consonant grapheme which contains an inherent 
/a/ vowel. Khuen also has a class of initial or independent vowel graphemes which can also form the base. 
Although there are instances of some optional template elements being added to an initial vowel base, in the 
vast majority of syllables involving an initial vowel grapheme, the vowel grapheme alone comprises the 
whole syllable, often the first syllable of a polysyllabic loan from Pali. 
Figure 1: Khuen orthographic syllable (adapted from Lew (2014ː30)) 
  Modifying Tone Mark   
  Superscript Vowel Modifying Tone Mark (or 
Superscript Consonant) 
 
Prescript 
Vowel 
Prescript 
Consonant 
Base Symbol Postscript Vowel Postscript 
Consonant 
  Subscript Vowel or 
Consonant 
Subscript Vowel or 
Consonant 
 
 
The examples in Table 5 illustrate how the various positions can be filled. For each numbered example, 
the phonemic transcription is given underneath the orthographic. To show the symbol placement a schematic 
depiction is used in which C denotes a consonant; V denotes a vowel or vowel component; and T denotes a 
tone mark. The base symbol is given in boldface. 
Table 5ː Illustrative examples for Khuen orthographic syllable 
Num. Sample Word 
Symbol 
Placement 
Gloss Num. Sample Word 
Symbol 
Placement 
Gloss 
(1) 
ž! 
V – C ‘one’ (2) 
¯ÝGl V – C – C 
               | 
              C 
‘help’ (royal) 
/eːk³/ /broːt³/ 
(3) 
«H¥˜Ÿ        V        | 
V – C – V 
       | 
       V 
‘mud’ (4) 
!ò† 
C – V 
        | 
       C 
‘work’ 
/pɤ²/ /kaːn¹/ 
(5) 
$¢¿‹ V – T 
 | 
C 
 | 
C 
‘eye brow’ (6) 
«#Áò        T         | 
       V 
        | 
V – C – V 
 
‘knee’ 
/kiw⁶/ /kʰaw³/ 
(7) 
$‹òƒ C – V 
 |      | 
C    C 
‘buffalo’ (8) 
!‹ƒQ  C – C 
 |  | 
CV 
‘ox-cart’ 
/kwaːj²/ /kweːn¹/ 
(9) 
)xª 
C – V 
 | 
C 
‘kiss’ (10) 
«W‡¥Ã        V        | 
V – C  
       | 
       C – V 
‘be left over’ 
/cuːp³/ /lɤː¹/ 
(11) 
W‡? ˜ C – C 
 |      | 
C    V 
‘tube’ (12) 
Wu˜(  C – C 
 |  | 
VC 
‘swamp’ 
/lɔːt³/ /nɔːŋ¹/ 
(13) 
,ˆòl C – V  |      | 
C    C 
‘clever’ (14) 
¬V?b V – C – C                | 
              C 
‘show’ 
/cʰa²laːt⁴/ /sa²dɛːŋ²/ 
 
Examples (1) and (2) illustrate respectively an independent vowel base and prescript vowel and 
consonant while the maximal number of components (four) in a compound vowel are shown in (3). (4) 
shows how a final consonant can be subscript to a postscript vowel. (5) and (6) illustrate the placement of 
tone markers in the presence of a superscript vowel component. (7) illustrates an initial cluster plus a 
postscript final consonant whereas (8) shows both subscript consonant and subscript vowel preceding a 
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postscript consonant final. (9) shows the allograph of the vowel /uː/ which is used when the subscript vowel 
position beneath the base symbol is occupied, in this case by the grapheme for final /-p/. Examples (10)-(12) 
illustrate the crowding that occurs when both a consonant and a vowel component occur in the subscript 
position (Trager 2014). (11) shows how the final consonant grapheme can be placed above the medial /ɔː/ 
grapheme which is always subscript. Examples (13) and (14) both include phonological minor syllables. (14) 
shows that the vowel of the main phonological syllable can be placed in prescript position, even preceding 
the prescript consonant of the minor syllable. 
 As can be seen from Figure 1, the stacking of graphemes above and below the base symbol means that 
a line of Khuen text will have much greater depth than an orthography in which graphemes are placed in a 
horizontal sequence only. This is one of the many features that the Khuen writing system shares with other 
Brahmi-derived writing systems in South and Southeast Asia. Bright coined the term ‘alphasyllabary’ for 
such writing systems in which vowels are denoted by symbols that are subsidiary to consonants and not 
necessarily in linear temporal order of pronunciation (see Daniels & Bright 1996:xxxix for a definition of 
alphasyllabary and Bright 1999 for further discussion). Lew (2014ː31) pointed out that the emphasis on 
graphic prominence in the definition of alphasyllabary narrows its scope and proposes the term ‘syllabet’ for 
a writing system ‘defined by the use of orthographic syllables constituted by phoneme-based graphemes in 
non-linear graphic arrangement.’ While the Khuen writing system clearly has many features in common with 
other writing systems classed as alphasyllabaries by Bright, the superior status of consonants over vowels, 
reflected in graphic prominence (size and/or positioning of graphemes), is not the most salient characteristic 
for Khuen. As can be seen from Figure 1 and the examples in Table 5, consonants can be subscript or 
superscript and final consonants can be subscript to vowels. Moreover, independent vowel graphemes can 
act as the base symbol. Non-linear ordering of elements in the orthographic syllable around a base symbol is 
a much clearer defining characteristic, and for this reason it is preferable to class Khuen as a syllabet. A 
sample Khuen text is given in the Appendix which gives an impression of the overall appearance of the 
orthography in use to complement the following presentation of individual graphemes. 
6. Khuen orthography 
The following four subsections relate the graphemes in the Khuen orthography to the phonemes. Subsection 
6.5 describes numerals used in Khuen as well as punctuation. 
6.1 Khuen consonant graphemes 
Table 6 shows the 42 single consonant graphemes of Khuen in dictionary order with their corresponding 
phonemic values. The dictionary order here (read left to right across rows) follows Bhikku (2008), although 
the grapheme ᩀ is often listed following ᨿ. All of the graphemes can serve as onsets apart from the two 
sibilants ᩆ and ᩇ which are used for writing codas in words derived from Sanskrit. The upper case subscript 
letters on each phoneme denote the consonant class of that phoneme: –L; –M; –H denoting ‘Low’; ‘Medium’ 
and ‘High’ classes respectively. The role and meaning of consonant classes will be explained in Section 6.4. 
The glottal in the final row is enclosed in square brackets to show that it is not considered phonemic in this 
paper. Further insight into the alphabetical order can be gained by splitting the consonants into two groups: 
those used to write Pali and those that are not. In Table 6 the boxed graphemes are those which are not used 
for consonant phonemes in Pali. The two boxed /sH/ phonemes are used in morphemes derived from Sanskrit. 
It is of interest to look at these boxed graphemes to see why they were needed to write Khuen words. 
The four graphemes ᨤ ᨪ ᨺ ᨼ representing phonemes posited to have been fricatives at the time the 
orthography was developed, can be seen to share the common feature that they were formed by adding a ‘left 
hook’ above the graphs for homorganic oral stops ᨣ ᨩ ᨹ ᨻ respectively. That ᨤ should be considered to 
represent the voiced velar fricative [ɣ] is based on the fact that Khuen words spelled with ᨤ are reconstructed 
in Proto-Southwestern Tai (hereafter PSWT) with *ɣ (Bhikkhu 2008; Li 1997; Jonsson 1991).  
Although Tai Tham is believed to have developed from Mon script and the Sukothai script of 
Ramkhamhaeng from old Khmer, Hartmann (1986) points out that the close connections between the 
kingdoms of Lan Na (based in northern Thailand) and Sukhothai (central Thailand) led to an awareness of 
the Sukhothai script in the Lan Na region. Brown (1985:10-11) describes how the Sukhothai language 
distinguished voiceless and voiced velar fricatives (represented by ฃ /x/ and ฅ /ɣ/), but the distinctions 
became redundant after phonemic mergers, and the graphemes became obsolete. When Edwin McFarland 
was struggling to find enough keys to accommodate all the Thai graphemes on the first Thai typewriter in 
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1892, these two graphemes were omitted and are generally not used for spelling in contemporary Thai 
dictionaries (Smalley 1997:247; Haas 1956:4).  
Table 6: Khuen initial consonant graphemes 
Place of 
Articulation in 
Pali/Sanskrit 
Voiced Voiceless Stop Nasal 
Stop Unaspirated Aspirated Stop 
Velar   ᨠ kH ᨡ kʰH   
   ᨣ kL ᨤ kʰL   
     ᨥ kʰL ᨦ ŋL 
Palatal   ᨧ cH ᨨ cʰH   
   ᨩ cL ᨪ sL   
     ᨫ cʰL ᨬ jL 
Retroflex   ᨭ tH ᨮ tʰH   
 ᨯ dM   ᨰ tʰL ᨱ nL 
Dental   ᨲ tH ᨳ tʰH   
   ᨴ tL ᨵ tʰL ᨶ nL 
Labial ᨷ bM ᨸ pH ᨹ pʰH   
     ᨺ fH   
   ᨻ pL ᨼ fL   
     ᨽ pʰL ᨾ mL 
Resonants ᨿ jL ᩁ rL ᩃ lL ᩅ wL 
Other ᩆ sH ᩇ sH ᩈ sH ᩉ hH 
 ᩊ lL ᩀ jH ᩋ [ʔM] ᩌ hL 
 
We note in passing that there are currently two distinct character styles of the Tai Tham script: Northern 
Thai and Khuen-Lue. Northern Thai style is distinguished by finer strokes of varying weight, ‘head’ 
terminals (small circles at the point where the pen first touches the page when handwritten) and more 
complex shapes. Khuen-Lue style on the other hand has uniform heavier strokes, no head terminals and 
simpler shapes. Based on the chronology of text samples in Sai Kam Mong (2004), the Khuen-Lue style 
appears to have developed to be distinct from the Northern Thai style during the 19
th
 century. Many 
contemporary Khuen-Lue style character shapes are identical to corresponding characters in the Myanmar 
script. The first three consonants in Northern Thai style are ᨠ ᨡ ᨢ whereas in Khuen Lue style the same 
characters are ᨠ ᨡ ᨢ. 
The reason why Khuen – and Lue (Jagacinski 1986:84) – used ᨤ but not the corresponding high class 
consonant ᨢ as seen in Lan Na is not clear. The ᨢ doesn’t appear in any of Sai Kam Mong’s inventories of 
Khuen consonants, the oldest being dated 1766 (Sai Kam Mong 2004) or Peltier’s works in which popular 
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Khuen stories from ancient manuscripts are republished in book form along with translations into Thai, 
French and English (Peltier 1999; 2005; 2006). 
The two-volume Northern Thai Dictionary (Rungruangsri 1990) shows that the number of words spelled 
with high class ᨢ (Khuen-Lue ᨢ) is small (3 pages) compared to the 30 pages for the low class ᨤ (Khuen-Lue 
ᨤ). Rungruangsri explains that these two graphemes are mainly found in palm leaf manuscripts in the 
provinces of Phrae and Nan and seldom in Chiang Mai or Lamphun (1990:206). More recently, the single-
volume Northern Thai Dictionary (Sun Watthanatham 1996) doesn’t use ᨢ at all, although interestingly the 
use of ᨤ remains strong in Khuen and Northern Thai. 
One possible reason that there is more evidence for ᨢ in Northern Thai than Khuen or Lue is that 
Northern Thai was written earlier, so perhaps this grapheme was in use at that time, but was waning by the 
time the Khuen and Lue started using the script. Or perhaps the phonological loss of /x/ occurred sooner in 
Lue and Khuen. Further research is needed to shed light on this matter. 
Table 7 shows the 33 consonant graphemes used for Pali together with their associated Pali phonemes 
and their phonemes in contemporary Khuen. 
Table 7: Khuen Graphemes used to write Pali (adapted from Peltier 1996:36) 
 Voiceless 
Unaspirated 
Voiceless 
Aspirated 
Voiced 
Unaspirated 
Voiced Aspirated Nasal 
Velar ᨠ k kH ᨡ kʰ kʰH ᨣ ɡ kL ᨥ ɡʱ kʰL ᨦ ŋ ŋL 
Palatal ᨧ c cH ᨨ cʰ cʰH ᨩ ɟ cL ᨫ ɟʱ cʰL ᨬ ɲ jL 
Retroflex ᨭ ʈ tH ᨮ ʈʰ tʰH ᨯ ɖ dM ᨰ ɖʱ tʰL ᨱ ɳ nL 
Dental ᨲ t tH ᨳ tʰ tʰH ᨴ d tL ᨵ dʱ tʰL ᨶ n nL 
Labial ᨷ p bM ᨹ pʰ pʰH ᨻ b pL ᨽ bʱ pʰL ᨾ m mL 
Other ᨿ j jL ᩁ r rL ᩃ l lL ᩅ ʋ wL ᩈ s sH 
Other ᩉ h hH ᩊ ɭ lL -ᩴ ˜ -ŋL       
 
The IPA transcriptions of the Pali phonemes in Table 7 are based on the descriptions in Duroiselle 
(2007). Since the Khuen orthography has graphemes for all of the Pali phonemes it is no surprise to read that, 
‘While the other Shan scripts are short of letters for writing Pali, all the Buddhist scriptures are written 
perfectly in Hkun script’ (Sai Kam Mong 2004:238-9). Of particular note is the final grapheme which is not 
a consonant but a vowel nasalisation symbol known as /maj⁵² kaŋ¹⁵ tɔːm¹³/ in Khuen (Sanskrit: anusvāra; 
Pali: nigghahīta). In addition to nasalisation of the short vowels /a i u/ in Pali words, the symbol came to be 
associated with a nasal final: /-m/ in Burmese (Duroiselle 2007) and /-ŋ/ in Khuen (Peltier 1996:106). Over 
time, nasalisation has been lost and only the nasal final remains. Note that the Pali phonemes are not the 
same as the phonetic realisation when contemporary Khuen readers read a Pali text. Instead of the voicing 
distinctions between data columns 2 and 5 (voiceless) and 8 and 11 (voiced), tone is used to differentiate the 
plosives in columns 3 and 6 from their counterparts in columns 9 and 12. The palatal nasal is considered as 
/jLa⁶/ in Pali words.  
The ‘karan’ symbol  -᩼ is written over a consonant (normally in final position) when that consonant is not 
to be pronounced. This is frequently used in loans from languages with consonant clusters in the coda such 
as Pali (e.g., V¸€G¨QoÄ /som¹buːn²/ ‘perfect’) or English (e.g., L¢ˆÄN /fim²/ ‘film’). 
The repeat marker ᪧ [maj⁵² ja⁴mok⁵³] is used to indicate reduplication of the preceding word. Adverbs, 
for example, are often derived by reduplicating an adjective. 
6.2 Khuen orthographic clusters and finals 
Orthographic clusters in Khuen add complexity because they often use subjoined forms of the consonant 
graphemes. These are used in syllable final position, and also in syllable initial clusters or word-medial 
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clusters that span a syllable boundary. We note in passing that clusters in Brahmi were written as conjunct 
forms which made it clear that the inherent vowel in the first consonant was not pronounced (Salomon 
1996:376). Table 8 lays out the base form of each grapheme together with their subjoined forms and the 
phonemic value of the subjoined form.  
Seven of the graphemes whose base form is wide have both wide and narrow subjoined forms which 
illustrate the way the Khuen orthography adapts grapheme shapes to the space available. Such adaptations 
help to maximise visual distinctiveness of different graphemes in handwritten texts while also minimising 
use of space and thus improving economy. Economy of space was important when the cost of writing 
materials was relatively high. A similar space saving motivation can explain the use of superscript final 
consonants as illustrated in Figure 1. 
Table 8: Subjoined Forms of Consonant Graphemes 
Base Subjoined Phoneme Base Subjoined Phoneme Base Subjoined Phoneme Base Subjoined Phoneme 
Form Form  Form Form  Form Form  Form Form  
ᨠ —]  –\ -k ᨡ –^ -k ᨣ –_ -k ᨤ   
ᨥ –` -k ᨦ –b -ŋ ᨧ –c -t ᨨ –d -cʰ- 
ᨩ –e -t ᨪ  ᨫ –f -cʰ- ᨬ –g -n 
ᨭ –i -t ᨮ –j -t ᨯ –l -t ᨰ –m -t 
ᨱ —p  –o -n ᨲ —Þ  –q -t ᨳ –r -t ᨴ –s -t 
ᨵ –t -t ᨶ –u -n ᨷ –x -p ᨸ   
ᨹ –z -pʰ- ᨺ  ᨻ –{ -pʰ- ᨼ   
ᨽ —~  –} -p ᨾ –€ -m ᨿ –ƒ -j ᩁ –† -n 
ᩃ —‡  –ˆ -n ᩅ –‹ -w ᩆ –Œ -t ᩇ –Ž -t 
ᩈ —’  –‘ -t ᩉ —–  –• -h- ᩊ –— -n- ᩀ   
ᩋ  
 
ᩌ  
 
  
 
  
 
 
Inspection of the subjoined forms shows that most are simply downsized versions of their base forms. 
The subjoined forms of the graphemes for the three nasals /m n ŋ/ share a common feature of simplification 
from their base form. This makes them easier to distinguish the smaller size of the subjoined character. In 
handwriting and some older fonts, a simpler allograph (same shape as the subjoined form but same size as 
the base form) of the grapheme for /ŋ/ is even used when the grapheme for final /-ŋ/ is written in postscript 
position (for example Peltier 1996). Seven of the narrow subjoined forms have elongated vertical stokes 
rising from their right side – a consistent feature that adds to the visual distinctiveness of the narrow forms 
while not greatly increasing the amount of memorisation required by the learner. Eight of the graphemes – 
indicated by boxes – do not have a subjoined form. Of these, seven are characters not used to write Pali and 
the eighth is the vowel support. Also in boxes are the phonemes of those graphemes whose subjoined forms 
are never used in the syllable coda. These forms occur in polysyllabic morphemes written with medial 
orthographic clusters such that the subjoined form is the onset of a non-initial syllable. 
Perhaps the most striking feature of Khuen finals that should be noted from Table 8 is the discrepancy 
between the number of final consonant phonemes and the number of graphemes that can be used to represent 
those phonemes. As with the Thai orthography, Khuen preserves historic Indic spellings even though the 
pronunciation has been adapted to Khuen phonology. This creates many-to-one grapheme-phoneme 
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mappings which greatly complicate learning to read and especially write in Khuen, as spellings have to be 
memorised. For example, as shown in Table 8 there are 13 graphemes that can be used to write final /t/ and 6 
for final /n/. Within these mappings, however, there are huge differences in the numbers of lexemes that use 
a particular grapheme, the most numerous being the grapheme used to spell Tai morphemes as opposed to 
morphemes loaned from other languages, especially Pali and Sanskrit. Among those graphemes used for 
final /n/, the most commonly used is F (final form – u) although Q is also very common, especially because it 
occurs in some frequently-used Pali prefixes such as !ò† /kaːn/ ‘work’. Among those graphemes used for 
final /t/, ? (final form –l) is by far the most common. 
As noted above, there are two phonemic initial consonant clusters viz. /kw/ and /kʰw/ in spoken Khuen. 
These are written as one would expect, using the subjoined form of ᩅ the semivowel /w/ for high and low 
class aspirated and unaspirated velar plosives: !‹  $‹  #‹  %‹ . In addition to the subjoined form of the trill ᩁ, 
Khuen has a medial form ᩕ– for use in initial clusters with unaspirated velar, dental and labial plosives: ᩕᨠ ᩕᨣ 
ᩕᨲ ᩕᨷ ᩕᨻ. Of note here is the fact that the trill is not pronounced but the plosive becomes aspirated, the tone 
class remaining the same as for the unaspirated plosive. Both Pittayaporn (2009:121) and Li (1977:255-6) 
reconstruct phonemic clusters with the trill plus velar and labial plosives in PSWT; however, Li reports that 
in many languages, modern reflexes are aspirated and do not involve the trill. So the written form apparently 
represents an older form of the spoken language, but readers learn to interpret these clusters as digraphs and 
pronounce them according to contemporary speech. In fact, there are signs that modern spelling practice is 
changing for these clusters to reflect the pronunciation rather than the etymology, i.e. these clusters are being 
replaced by the homorganic aspirated plosive with the same tone class (Kana Pap Aphithan 2008). Li reports 
that phonological /tr-/ clusters in Tai occur in loans from Khmer and Sanskrit (1977:117). These are not 
common in Khuen, the unaspirated high class ‘dental’ B being the only initial to form such clusters, for 
example, ¬ÝB /trɛː¹/ [tʰɛː¹] ‘bugle’ (Bhikkhu 2008) which shares a Khmer cognate ត្រែ /trae/ (Headley et al. 
1997). 
Another common cause of initial clusters is the use of ‘leading ha’ ᩉ to change the class (to high) of the 
eight low class consonant graphemes that do not have corresponding high class graphemes, namely the 
nasals and resonants of Table 6: Wb Wg Wu W€ Wƒ ÝW W‡ W‹. Note that the apparent duplication of forms for 
/jH/, namely P and Wƒ is needed because P is only used for four lexemes: P¨Â ‘to be situated’; PÂò ‘do not’ 
(command); PÂòb ‘type, sort’; Pò\ ‘to want’. 
Before moving on to Khuen vowels, we note two special characters used to represent double consonants 
in Pali morphemes. Firstly, ᩔ /-ss-/ represents medial double /s/. Secondly h represents the double Pali 
phoneme /-ɲɲ-/ which in Khuen is realised as [-nj-]. 
6.3 Khuen vowel graphemes 
The Khuen orthography has two sets of vowel graphemes, termed ‘independent’ and ‘dependent’ to indicate 
whether or not they can be used without a base consonant (Coulmas 2003; The Unicode Consortium 2009). 
Independent vowels are predominantly used for vowel-initial syllables in word-initial position. Although in 
most instances they occur in morphemes borrowed from Pali, there are also vowel-initial native Khuen 
morphemes. Table 9 shows the grapheme-phoneme correspondences of the independent vowel graphemes. 
The superscript numbers on the phonemes denote the phonemic tone inherent in the vowel graphemes.  
Table 9: Independent vowel symbols in the Khuen script 
 Front Central Back 
 Short Long Short Long Short Long 
High ᩍ i² ᩎ iː²     ᩏ u² ᩐ uː² 
Mid   ᩑ eː²       ᩒ oː² 
Low     ᩋ a² ᩋᩣ aː²    
 
We note in passing that the inherent tones are consistent with the interpretation as mid class consonants 
– which will be discussed in the section on tones below.  
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The vowels in Table 10 below cannot stand alone – they must always be associated with a syllable-
initial consonant or cluster and possibly a syllable-final consonant. The vowel graphemes in this chart are 
taken from ‘Buddhism Summer Curriculum Level 1 Book 1’ (Kana Anurak Phasa 2011). It should be noted 
however that there are still different conventions in contemporary use, particularly in short forms of the 
complex vowels /-e -ɛ -o/ in open syllables (see for example Peltier 1996:39). The ‘‒’ dash symbol in the 
orthographic form represents a consonant onset, and, where appropriate, a consonant coda, to show the 
relative placement of the vowel.  In the interests of simplicity, the dash representing the coda is placed after 
the vowel, although as shown in Figure 1 the final consonant grapheme can be placed underneath the base 
consonant or the postscript vowel or above the postscript vowel position. The dashes in the phonemic 
representation are in the linear order of pronunciation. Recall that in open position short vowels are always 
followed by a glottal stop [ʔ], but since this is not represented in the orthography, it is not represented by a 
dash in the open short vowel columns in the table. 
Table 10: Khuen Monophthong Vowel Grapheme-phoneme Correspondences 
 Front Central Back 
 Open Closed Open Closed Open Closed 
High 
–¢ -i –¢ – -i- –¤ -ɯ –¤ – -ɯ- –§ -u –§ – -u- 
–£ -iː –£ – -iː- –¥ -ɯː –¥ – -ɯː- –¨ -uː –¨ – -uː- 
Mid 
«–Ÿ -e   «–¥˜Ÿ -ɤ   [–Ÿ -o   
«– -eː «– – -eː- «–¥˜  -ɤː «–¥ – -ɤː- [– -oː [– – -oː- 
Mid  
(*iə *uə) 
        –¸‹Ÿ -o   
  –ƒ– -eː-     –¸‹ -oː –‹ – -oː- 
Low 
¬–Ÿ -ɛ   – or –Ÿ -a –¾ – -a- [–˜Ÿ -ɔ –¸ – -ɔ- 
¬– -ɛː ¬– – -ɛː- –ò -aː –ò– -aː- –¹ -ɔː –˜ – -ɔː- 
 
Note that the grapheme ᩣ /aː/ is never used with the five base consonants ᨣ ᨴ ᨵ ᨷ ᩅ – presumably to 
avoid confusion with graphemes such as ᨠ ᩉ ᨲ ᩈ. The allograph ᩤ is used with these and only these 
graphemes: ᨣᩤ ᨴᩤ ᨵᩤ ᨷᩤ ᩅᩤ. Each consonant has an inherent short /-a/ vowel so open syllables ending in /-a/ 
can be written by the consonant alone although sometimes the grapheme ᩡ is used to write /-a/ explicitly. 
For high vowels in Table 10, the vowel graphemes are identical for open and closed syllables. For 
several of the mid and low vowels, there is consistent use of the ᩡ symbol to differentiate the short vowel 
from the long vowel in open syllables. This repeated pattern makes for a system that is easier to memorise. 
Various authors (see Pittayaporn 2009a:139 for a summary) have reconstructed three diphthongs ending in 
open central vowels for Proto-Southwestern Tai, namely /*iə, *ɯə, *uə/. While these have been simplified to 
/e:, ɤː, oː/  in the spoken form of Khuen, in the written form there are still separate graphemes for /eː, o, oː/. 
The graphemes used to write words reconstructed with the proto-diphthong *ɯə are the same as those 
presented for /ɤː/ in Table 10 above, so they are not repeated here. The extra row for mid vowels derived 
from diphthongs in Table 10 makes their development explicit and explains why the present 
overdifferentiation exists. Note that in open syllables, there is no separate form for /eː/ derived from *iə. The 
grapheme for medial /eː/ derived from *iə is the same as the subjoined form of /jL/, which creates some 
potential for ambiguity but in most cases ambiguity is ruled out by phonotactics. The medial /oː/ grapheme is 
the same as the subjoined form of /wL/, which also creates potential for ambiguity, although again in most 
cases ambiguity is ruled out by phonotactics. 
In this paper, two consecutive vowel sounds in the rhyme are interpreted as a nuclear vowel followed by 
an approximant coda (limited to /j/ or /w/). While some rhymes (/-iw -e:w -ɛːw -aːw -ɯj -ɯːj -ɤj -ɤːj -aːj -uj/) 
are written according to the closed syllable patterns laid out in Table 10 above, others (/-oːj -ɔːj -aj -aw -eːw/) 
are written with ligatures or complex forms as shown in Table 11. 
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Table 11: Miscellaneous Khuen rhyme graphemes 
 Front Central Back 
Rhymes from proto triphthongs –´ƒ -eːw     –² -oːj 
Ligatures for proto diphthongs   ᩮ–ᩢᩣ -aw ᩱ– or Ì–ƒ -aj –ᩭ -ɔːj 
Nasal Codas from Pali –N€Ä -m –ᩴ -ŋ –ᩘ  -ŋ   
 
The grapheme –² /oːj/ is clearly a ligature of subjoined –‹ and –ƒ while the grapheme –ᩭ /ɔːj/ is clearly a 
modification of ƒ.  The complex grapheme ᩮ–ᩢᩣ /-aw/ is also a logical combination of –¾ /a/ with the grapheme 
ᩮ–ᩣ /oː/ which is particularly used in Pali words. The complex /aj/ grapheme Ì–ƒ is not used for many 
morphemes. 
The final row of Table 11 shows some nasal codas used primarily in writing Pali morphemes. As 
mentioned in Table 7 above, the symbol –ᩴ is used to mark final /-ŋ/ with the short vowels /a i u/ in Pali 
words, which explains why tone marks are not permitted with these combinations. Tone marks are however 
permitted when –ᩴ is used with the long vowel -ᩣ /aː/ to create the rhyme /-am/ (note that the resulting rhyme 
contains a short vowel, not long), because this combination is used to write many native Khuen words. The 
symbol –ᩘ is also used to mark final /-ŋ/ with the short vowels /a i u/ in non-final syllables preceding a velar 
plosive in polysyllabic Pali morphemes; in other words, it marks nasalisation that is assimilated to the 
following velar plosive. Again no tone marks are permitted.  
Before moving on to Khuen tone marking, we make note of two important syllabic ligatures. Firstly, ᩓ 
represents /lLɛː/ and can bear tone marks. It is in the low tone class like the character from which it derives. 
Secondly, v represents /nLaː/ and has low tone class. It can bear tone marks as well as anusvara: v´¿ /naːm⁶/. 
Both of these ligatures supersede the normal composite ways of writing /lLɛː/ and /nLaː/. 
6.4 Khuen tone marking system 
The nature of the proto-initial consonant from which contemporary initials derive is a key determinant of 
tonal distribution in Table 4. The Khuen orthography captures the pertinent distinctions by dividing the 
consonants into three classes as detailed in Table 12. The three classes in Table 12 are related as follows to 
the four classes/rows of the Gedney Box shown in Table 4: Low class corresponds to the proto voiced 
sounds (Gedney row 4) and Mid class to proto glottalized sounds (Gedney row 3). Since there is no 
distinction in Khuen tones between consonants derived from proto voiceless friction sounds (Gedney row 1) 
and proto voiceless unaspirated stops (Gedney row 2), the orthographic High class consonants comprise 
sounds derived from both of these proto categories. In the light of the similarities between the Standard Thai 
and Khuen orthographies (Egerod 1959:128), it is of interest to note the differences in scope of the consonant 
classes, called ‘High’; ‘Mid’; and ‘Low’ in both systems. In contrast to the Khuen system described above, 
the Standard Thai system, assigns Gedney row 1 to High class and combines Gedney rows 2 and 3 for Mid 
class. Gedney row 4 is assigned to Low class as in Khuen. 
Table 12: Khuen orthographic consonant classes 
Class Consonants (listed in dictionary order within class) 
High ᨠ ᨡ ᨧ ᨨ ᨭ ᨮ ᨲ ᨳᨸ ᨹ ᨺ ᩆ ᩇ ᩈ ᩉ ᩀ
Mid ᨯ ᨷ ᩋ
Low ᨣ ᨤ ᨥ ᨦ ᨩ ᨪ ᨫ ᨬ ᨰ ᨱ ᨴ ᨵ ᨶ ᨻ ᨼ ᨽ ᨾ ᨿ ᩁ ᩃ ᩅ ᩊ ᩌ
 
In the Khuen orthography the tone for a particular syllable is determined by the following factors: the 
class of initial consonant; the syllable type (i.e., checked or unchecked); the tone symbol used (if any); and 
for checked syllables, the vowel length.  The tone rules for Khuen are presented in Table 13 where the tone 
numbering is the same as that in Table 3.  Note the close resemblance between Table 4 (tone distribution by 
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proto-initial consonant class and proto-tone category) and Table 13 (tone distribution by initial consonant 
class and orthographic tone marker). 
Table 13: Summary of tone rules in the Khuen orthography 
   Unchecked syllable Checked syllable Unchecked syllable 
      Short Long    
 
Tone Mark – –᩵ –᩶ – – –᩷ –᩸ –᩹ 
Six-tone 
System 
Initial 
Consonant 
Class 
High 1 3 5 2 3    
Mid 2 3 5 2 3 2 [45] 1 6 
Low 2 4 6 6 4    
Five-tone 
System 
Initial 
Consonant 
Class 
High 1 4 5 2 4    
Mid 2 4 5 2 4 2 [45] 1 6 
Low 2 4 6 6 4    
 
As can be seen from Table 13 the tone marks –᩷ ; – ᩸ ; and –᩹  can only be used with mid class consonants. 
We note their resemblance in shape to the vowel –¹ and the Khuen numerals à <2> and á <3>. This 
relationship is confirmed by the Khuen names of these tone marks which make direct reference to the 
corresponding vowel/numeral. The origin of these tone markers is not clear. They are used mainly for 
onomatopoeic words and do not feature in either of the Khuen dictionaries published to date, or the lexica 
compiled by Peltier from Khuen traditional stories (1999; 2005; 2006). The fact that they are not found in 
Lan Na or (traditional) Tai Lue scripts also suggests that they are recent introductions to the Khuen 
orthography. The reason for their introduction can be guessed by looking at the way tones are taught in 
complete sets in Khuen primers. The example in Table 14 shows orthographic and phonemic transcriptions 
based on the six-tone system. 
Table 14: Tone sets in Khuen Reader (based on Peltier 1996:41) 
High-Low Set ᨠᩡ ᨠᩣ ᨠ᩵ᩣ ᨠ᩶ᩣ ᨣᩡ ᨣᩣ ᨣ᩵ᩣ ᨣ᩶ᩣ 
ka² [ka⁴⁵] kaː¹ kaː³ kaː⁵ ka⁶ [ka⁵³] kaː² kaː⁴ kaː⁶ 
Mid Set ᨯᩡ ᨯᩣ ᨯ᩵ᩣ ᨯ᩶ᩣ  ᨯ᩷ᩣ ᨯ᩸ᩣ ᨯ᩹ᩣ 
da² [a⁴⁵] daː² daː³ daː⁵  daː² [daː⁴⁵] daː¹ daː⁶ 
 
The High-Low set shows how all 6 phonemic tones are written on unchecked (non-shaded) syllables by 
the combination of high and low class unaspirated velar plosives (/kH/ and /kL/) with three tone markings 
(zero, –᩵ , –᩶ ). The mid consonants, on the other hand, have no natural corresponding phonemes, so the three 
extra tone marks allow other tones to be written for the mid consonants. Looking along the final row for the 
mid class consonant ᨯ, we see that each phonemic tone apart from tone 4 is represented. Phonemic tone 2 is 
represented in the first and second columns for checked and unchecked syllables respectively. The 6
th
 
column shows that the third tone mark represents the high allotone of tone 2 found in some varieties of 
Khuen; that is, it marks phonetic tone rather than relying on the environment to guide the reader on how to 
pronounce the phonemic tone marking. The lack of a way to write tone 4 suggests that these tone marks were 
introduced after the merger of tone 3 with tone 4 in the five-tone system described in Section 3.4. 
The two-stage development of tone marking in Khuen is similar to that of Standard Thai, whose early 
form was ‘probably the first orthography of a fully tonal language to mark tones in a practical writing 
system’ (Diller 1996). Diller describes the history of tone marking in Thai, from King Ramkhamhaeng’s 
1283 innovative use of <  ่  ่> to mark Gedney tone categories B and C to the 18th century development of 
the four marker system <  ่  ่  ่  ่> in use today. Apart from any influence Thai tone marking might have had 
on the first stage of tone marking in Khuen, i.e., the use of –᩵  and –᩶ to mark tones in the B and C columns, 
there is also evidence of more recent influence. Certain schools of Khuen literacy currently use the Thai tone 
markers <  ่  ่> instead of <–᩸ –᩹ > respectively (Jutidhammo n.d.). As shown in Table 13 –᩸ or  ่ mark Tone 1 
(falling rising /215/) in Khuen whereas –᩹ or  ่ mark Tone 6 (high falling /51/) in Khuen. The phonetic 
characteristics of the respective tones in Standard Thai are falling rising /215/ and high rising falling /451/ 
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(numbers inferred from tone plot in Abramson 1962:127.) In other words the tones associated with these 
markers are phonetically almost identical in the two languages. 
We note in passing that the second Khuen tone marker –᩶ (known as /maj⁶ sat⁶/) is the same grapheme 
that is used for the /-a-/ vowel in closed syllables. Both uses of the grapheme are relatively high frequency. 
The 1:2 grapheme-phoneme correspondence creates ambiguity when first scanned, but a unique 
interpretation is almost always confirmed by the presence or absence of some other vowel grapheme within 
the syllable. One combination that remains ambiguous is the use of –᩶ with an initial cluster having /w/ as the 
second element, because medial S can represent /w/ or the vowel /oː/. For example, $‹¾Q ‘smoke’ could be 
read as either /kwan²/ or /ko:n⁵/. Since the Unicode encoding provides separate code points for these two uses 
of –᩶, computer fonts can easily solve this problem by making the glyphs visually distinct, as in the font used 
here. When they co-occur in the same morpheme, the tone marker is positioned above the vowel, illustrated 
here with /kH/ ᨠᩢ᩶. Note that since the combination is unambiguous, no differentiation in shape is needed. 
6.5 Khuen numerals and punctuation 
All three sets of numerals laid out in Table 15 are in use by Khuen, depending on the context and ease of 
production. The Khuen ‘Tham’ numerals are used in religious texts, while the ‘Hora’ numerals (essentially 
the same as Burmese) are used in secular writings. Arabic numerals are used when the audience might be 
multi-ethnic. All three sets follow the decimal system. 
Table 15: Numeral sets used in Khuen 
Arabic 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 
Khuen Tham ᪑ ᪒ ᪓ ᪔ ᪕ ᪖ ᪗ ᪘ ᪙ ᪐ 
Khuen Hora ᪁ ᪂ ᪃ ᪄ ᪅ ᪆ ᪇ ᪈ ᪉ ᪀ 
 
Khuen text is not spaced between words but between clauses, similar to the Thai convention. New 
paragraphs are started on a new line and the first clause is indented. Space is also used to separate items in a 
list. Apart from these conventions, punctuation practices vary. Most texts use little additional punctuation; 
some texts use Burmese-style markers corresponding to English comma and full stop; some texts use 
(obsolete) Thai markers in a similar way. 
7. Assessing the user-friendliness of the Khuen orthography 
The large grapheme inventory including base and subjoined forms of consonants means that the Khuen 
orthography is very capable of representing not only the spoken language but also the ancient Pali religious 
language. Furthermore, it is flexible enough to be able to accommodate modern loanwords from Burmese, 
Shan and English. Typologically, Khuen is isolating and has a preponderance for monosyllabic morphemes 
which the orthography is structurally well suited to writing. So Khuen scores highly for its capacity to 
represent the languages used within the Khuen-speaking community. As far as the user-friendliness of the 
orthography goes, the ease of use for both reading and writing must be considered, since a particular feature 
of the orthography might have a different impact on reading than it has on writing.  
 A major feature of the Khuen orthography is the large grapheme inventory which entails complex 
many-to-one correspondences with the phonemes, particularly with the consonants, but also with mid 
vowels. These many-to-one correspondences create a lack of transparency in the orthography, and more 
memorisation is needed when initially learning to read. Non-transparent orthographies present more 
difficulty in decoding words, and as a consequence the process of learning to read is slower (Goswami 
2006). Furthermore, neurocognitive research on Devanagari script shows that not only lack of phonological 
transparency in the orthography, but also the complexity of the spatial arrangement of graphemes influences 
the neural and cognitive processing of written words (Rao & Singh 2015).  
Perhaps the greatest negative impact of many-to-one correspondences is felt by learners when writing 
because knowledge of the pronunciation of a morpheme is often not sufficient to deduce its correct spelling. 
Thus extra memorization is required to learn spellings of lexemes involving graphemes that do not enjoy a 
one-to-one correspondence with their phonemes. 
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As well as the costs in terms of extra memorisation due to the many-to-one grapheme-phoneme 
correspondences, there are some benefits. One benefit to the reader of using subjoined forms is that they 
often help to identify syllable boundaries. Ligatures for common rhymes are also readily identifiable and act 
as clear markers of the end of a syllable. Even though most consonant graphemes have both regular and 
subjoined forms, most of the subjoined forms are simply downsized versions of the regular form, so the 
learner only needs to memorise a few extra character shapes. The 2:1 correspondence of initial plosive 
graphemes to phonemes produces a 1:1 mapping of tone for varieties that still have six phonemic tones, 
whereas for 5-tone varieties there is slight overdifferentiation in tone notation. The 2:1 mapping of certain 
vowel graphemes to phonemes should not obscure a 1:1 mapping for vowel qualities in closed and open 
syllables respectively. Furthermore, the form of vowel helps to identify whether the following consonant is 
in the coda of the preceding syllable or the onset of the next.  
Another feature of the orthography is the 1:2 mapping caused by using the same grapheme for the 
second tone marker and the /-a-/ vowel in closed syllables. This does create ambiguities for readers when 
initially sighted, but when the remainder of the syllable is considered, a unique interpretation almost always 
results. Notwithstanding, this temporary ambiguity probably slows the reading process while the 
interpretation is carried out. This problem is eased by computer fonts that make the two uses visually 
distinct, in effect creating two separate graphemes, as provided for by the Unicode encoding. 
Various reading studies in recent years have explored the effect of spacing on how readers process text. 
Like many neighbouring orthographies (Burmese, Thai, Lao), Khuen does not use inter-word spacing. One 
benefit of this is that it avoids having to identify word boundaries. Studies of Thai reading (see for example 
Kasisopa 2011) showed no significant difference in reading speed for adults between normal unspaced Thai 
text and text with added word spaces. Children, on the other hand, do read word-spaced text significantly 
faster, as would be expected given that word-spaced text is the norm in reading instruction until the end of 
first grade. Studies of eye movement in Thai reading show that readers’ first fixation (the place where the 
eyes first focus when looking at a string of text) tends to be near the centre of words, regardless of whether 
the text has word spacing or not. Kasisopa et al. (2013) showed that key determinants in this ability to 
identify word boundaries even without spaces was the presence of boundary characters, that is characters 
with higher frequency of occurring at the start or end of words. With the prolific use of subjoined forms, 
Khuen has more clues to the position in the syllable of an individual graphic element than there are in Thai 
text, so it might be hypothesised that proficient Khuen readers would be able to read unspaced text with 
roughly the same speed as spaced text. Furthermore, boundary characters can be expected to play an 
important role in assisting Khuen readers to identify words in unspaced text.  
8. Conclusions 
The Khuen orthography has a rich inventory of graphemes that provide good coverage of the sounds in 
Khuen as well as allowing for unambiguous representation of Pali religious texts. Accommodation of loans 
with new clusters illustrates the capacity of the Khuen orthography to create new combinations of graphemes 
for representing clusters not native to Khuen. This suggests that the Khuen grapheme inventory is rich 
enough to represent other unrelated languages, such as Ruching Palaung, which currently uses an 
orthography based on that of Khuen. An assessment of the use of Khuen orthography for writing Ruching 
Palaung is a topic for further research. 
Sound changes over the time since the Khuen orthography was adopted have decreased the phonological 
transparency of the present orthography. Furthermore, the use of spelling conventions that preserve the 
etymology of ancient Indic loans creates many-to-one grapheme-phoneme correspondences, which greatly 
increase the memorisation required (and consequently the number of spelling errors) on the part of learners. 
After memorising the distinct spellings for non-homographic homophones, however, the learner has access 
to unambiguous correspondences between morphemes and graphic forms, which may help comprehension. 
The development of a standard dictionary (preferably available online using a Unicode font) would greatly 
facilitate standardisation of spellings in the language as well as orthographic conventions such as graphemes 
of short vowels and tone markers. 
Even though there are no inter-word spaces in Khuen text, the structure of the Khuen orthographic 
syllable with the use of subjoined forms plus several special ligatures for rhymes give extra visual cues for 
syllable boundaries. Moreover, the lack of inter-word spaces obviates the need for writers to identify word 
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boundaries, although readers do need to identify word boundaries in order to comprehend the text. 
Notwithstanding, there remains much scope for further study of how readers process Khuen text. 
Perhaps the final word regarding the Khuen orthography should point to its high level of acquisition, 
especially amongst men but also amongst women, which is remarkable for a minority script not taught in 
government schools. Further study of the place of Khuen writing in the cultural and religious life of the 
community might well provide insights to why Khuen enjoys such widespread usage while other closely 
related communities that use the Tai Tham script – such as Tai Lue in Mong Yawng – currently have much 
lower levels of acquisition (Na Tiqwah 2016). 
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Appendix: Khuen text – ‘Eat a little and wait for growth’ 
This Khuen text is taken from the Khuen Reader (Peltier 1996:112-3). The author’s phonemic transcription 
(in linear order of pronunciation) plus word glosses and free translation are given in the interlinear text. 
Orthgraphic version 
!¢uF¿°C¾òÌWÐƒ 
 R§(¬!¾‹‰¾Hò¾%®«Y¥¿ƒ N£R¨!Vò€%¸u %¸u«$¡¾.¥Ð.òƒ¬Vb %¸u!òb.¥Ð.òƒO˜? ‰¾%¸uF˜¾(W‡¾ò¾.¥Ðvb¬?b 
«#¾òD¾bVò€%¸uK£ÐF˜¾( Ì?¾.‹Q!¾u.Ð°K¹Ð¬NÂ%¸u«CÀò#§?ÌQÂÌCV‹Q ‰¾‹«!xI¾ \ÌK#òƒÌF!òlSƒ( ‰¾‹$¾:¥¿«#Àò 
VòuM¢]«!˜¥ÃK!%¥uNòV¨Â«Q¥uK¹Ð¬NÂ¬WÂb«#¾ò?ÁbF£¿ D§!S¾uG¾#òl 
 N£S¾uWu¤Ð(«#¾òVò€%¸uK£ÐF˜¾( Ì?¾.‹Q!¾uÌKœ¾òI¾ \ÌK#òƒÌF!òl‰¾‹ Ì?¾W¾u%¸uY¥Ðu«#¾ò#òƒÌ!Â¬NÂD£ÐÌF 
!òl «#¾òVò€%¸uK£ÐF˜¾( $¾.‹Q!¾uÌK:¥¿œ¾òÌ!Â¬NÂB¸‹Wu¤Ð(‰¾Ì!ÂK¨¾B¸‹Wu¤Ð()ò \I¨¾#òƒÌ!ÂFÀu«V‰¾‹ $¾.‹Q!¾u 
W˜Gœ¾òÌ!ÂFÀuÃK!NòV¨Â«Q¥u‰¾‹ .‹Q!¾uR¾ƒ(?¨«HuF¢QFqQG¾#òl C¥b«N¥˜ÐÌ!ÂÂFÀuÌ?¾¬B]¬IÂW‡òƒ#¤u¿Nò‰¾‹?ÁbYÀu 
«#¾òVò€%¸u $¾œ¾òÌ!ÂD¾bW‡òƒFÀuÌK#òƒD£ÐÌF!òl «N¥˜Ð#òƒÌ!ÂÌ?¾(¸uNò $¾)¥:¾®.‹Q!¾u:¥¿œ¾òW€ªF¾°W‡òƒÆB¸‹ 
Nò R¾ƒ(¬DuÌ!ÂFÀuuÌK¬C¾b 
 C¥b«N¥˜Ð«#¾òÌ?¾R¾ƒ(W€ªF¾°D¾bW‡òƒFÀu vuÌ?¾H£HòƒNò‰¾‹?ÁbYÀu W€ªD¾bW‡òƒ«.¥˜FÀu $¾ÌWÐƒNò‰¾‹ «#¾ò)¢bÐ 
.‹Q!¾u#¾xœ¾òW€ªD¾bW‡òƒFÀuÌK#òƒD£ÐÌF!òl $¾uSÐ¡#òƒW€ªD¾bW‡òƒ«.¥˜FÀuW‡ÁQV¾ƒ(ÌK‰¾‹ «#¾òVò€%¸uK£ÐF˜¾($¾ 
.‹Q!¾uœ¾ò(¸uFÀu %¥u:¥¿$‹òƒB¸‹Wu¤Ð(‰¾ÌCNò \Wu¤Ð(«V‰¾‹ .‹Q!¾u)¨(NòV¨Â«Q¥u«#¾ò 
 «N¥˜ÐÌ?¾N£$‹òƒ‰¾ÌC‰¾‹ «#¾òVò€%¸uK£ÐF˜¾($¾.‹Q!¾uÌC!òbOòbD£Ð#¾òbV‹Q«#¾òFÀu«V‰¾‹ .‹Q!¾uH¨! 
«#ÀòÌS¾!¢u $¾u«W‡¥!¢u $¾œ¾ò#òƒ«Hu(¸u «!xW˜NY˜NÌS¾?ÁbF£¿ D§!ÆH£NòG¾#òl )¢bÐ!s®W¥¿«#¾òK¹Ð¬NÂR¨! 
G¾Ì?¾Y¤xÌ?¾!ÀuV¾bV¾]«.¥˜¿ 
Interlinear text 
 
Eat.01 !¢u F¿° C¾ò ÌWÐƒ 
 kin¹ nɔːj⁶ tʰaː⁵ jaj³ 
 eat little wait big 
 Eat a little and wait for growth. 
 
Eat.02 R§( ¬!¾‹ ‰¾ Hò¾ %® «Y¥¿ƒ N£ R¨! Vò€ %¸u 
 luŋ² kɛːw⁵ lɛː⁶ paː⁵ kʰam² ɤːj² miː² luːk⁴ saːm¹ kʰɔn² 
 uncle Kaew and auntie Kham Uhy have offspring three CLF.person 
 Uncle Kaew and Auntie Kham Uhy have three children. 
 
Eat.03 %¸u «$¡¾ .¥Ð .òƒ¬Vb %¸u !òb .¥Ð .òƒO˜? ‰¾ %¸u F˜¾(W‡¾ò¾ 
 kʰɔn² kaw⁵ cɯː⁴ caːj²sɛːŋ¹ kʰɔn² kaːŋ¹ cɯː⁴ caːj²jɔːt⁴ lɛː⁶ kʰɔn² nɔːŋ⁶la² 
 person eldest be.named Jai Saeng person middle be.named Jai Yort and person youngest 
 
 .¥Ð vb¬?b 
 cɯː⁴ naːŋ²dɛːŋ² 
 be.named Nang Daeng 
 The eldest child is called Jai Saeng, the middle one Jai Yort and the youngest Nang Daeng. 
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Eat.04 «#¾ò D¾b Vò€ %¸u K£ÐF˜¾( Ì?¾ .‹Q!¾u .Ð° K¹Ð¬NÂ %¸u «CÀò 
 kʰaw¹ taŋ² saːm¹ kʰɔn² piː⁴nɔːŋ⁶ daj⁵ coːn²kan¹ cɔːj⁴ pɔː⁴mɛː⁴ kʰɔn² tʰaw⁵ 
 they all three CLF.person sibling did together help parents person old 
 
 #§? ÌQÂ ÌC V‹Q ‰¾‹ «!x I¾\ ÌK #òƒ ÌF !òl Sƒ( 
 kʰut² raj⁴ tʰaj¹ soːn¹ lɛːw⁶ kep² pʰak² paj² kʰaːj¹ naj² kaːt³ weːŋ² 
 dig field plough garden then collect vegetable go sell in market city 
 They all three siblings together help their elderly parents by digging the field and ploughing the 
garden, collecting the vegetables and going to sell them in the city market. 
 
Eat.05 ‰¾‹$¾ :¥¿ «#ÀòVòu M¢] «!˜¥ ÃK! %¥u Nò V¨Â «Q¥u K¹Ð¬NÂ 
 lɛːw⁶kɔː⁶ sɯː⁶ kʰaw⁵saːn¹ pʰik⁶ kɤː¹ pɔːk⁴ kʰɯːn² maː² suː³ rɤːn² pɔː⁴mɛː⁴ 
 and.then buy uncooked.rice chili salt return return come to house parents 
 
 ¬WÂb «#¾ò ?Áb F£¿ D§! S¾u G¾ #òl 
 hɛːŋ³ kʰaw¹ daŋ³ niː⁶ tuk⁶ wan² baw³ kʰaːt³ 
 place they like this every day not be.missing 
 Then they buy rice, chillies and salt and bring them back to their parents' house like this every day 
without fail. 
 
Eat.06 N£ S¾u Wu¤Ð( «#¾ò Vò€ %¸u K£ÐF˜¾( Ì?¾ .‹Q!¾u ÌK 
 miː² wan² nɯŋ³ kʰaw¹ saːm¹ kʰɔn² piː³nɔːŋ⁶ daj⁵ coːn²kan¹ paj² 
 have day one they three person sibling did together go 
 
 œ¾ò I¾\ ÌK #òƒ ÌF !òl ‰¾‹ 
 aw² pʰak² paj² kʰaːj¹ naj² kaːt³ lɛːw⁶ 
 take vegetable go sell in market already 
 One day the three siblings went together to sell the vegetables in the market. 
 
Eat.07 Ì?¾ W¾u %¸u Y¥Ðu «#¾ò #òƒ Ì!Â¬NÂ D£Ð ÌF !òl 
 daj⁵ han¹ kʰɔn² ɯːn³ kʰaw¹ kʰaːj¹ kaj³mɛː⁴ tiː⁴ naj² kaːt³ 
 did see person other they sell hen at in market 
 They saw another person selling hens at the market. 
 
Eat.08 «#¾ò Vò€ %¸u K£ÐF˜¾( $¾ .‹Q!¾u ÌK :¥¿ œ¾ò Ì!Â¬NÂ B¸‹ Wu¤Ð( 
 kʰaw¹ saːm¹ kʰɔn² piː³nɔːŋ⁶ kɔː⁶ coːn²kan¹ paj² sɯː⁶ aw² kaj³mɛː⁴ toː¹ nɯŋ³ 
 they three CLF.person sibling then together go buy take hen CLF.animal one 
 
 ‰¾ Ì!ÂK¨¾ B¸‹ Wu¤Ð( )ò\ I¨¾#òƒ Ì!Â FÀu «V‰¾‹ 
 lɛː⁶ kaj³puː⁶ toː¹ nɯŋ³ caːk³ pʰuː⁵kʰaːj¹ kaj³ nan⁶ seː¹lɛːw⁶ 
 and cockerel CLF.animal one from seller chicken that already 
 
 $¾ .‹Q!¾u W˜G œ¾ò Ì!Â FÀu ÃK! Nò V¨Â «Q¥u ‰¾‹ 
 kɔː⁶ coːn²kan¹ hɔːp³ aw² kaj³ nan⁶ pɔːk⁴ maː² suː³ rɤːn² lɛːw⁶ 
 then together carry take chicken that return come to house already 
 The three siblings then together went and bought one hen and one cockerel from that chicken seller 
then together carried those chickens back home. 
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Eat.09 .‹Q!¾u R¾ƒ(?¨ «Hu F¢QFqQ G¾ #òl 
 coːn²kan¹ leːŋ⁶duː² pen¹ ni⁶ran² baw³ kʰaːt³ 
 together raise.animal be perpetual not be.missing 
 Together they took care of the chickens continually without fail. 
 
Eat.10 C¥b«N¥˜ÐÂ Ì!Â FÀu Ì?¾ ¬B]¬IÂ W‡òƒ #¤u¿ Nò ‰¾‹ ?ÁbYÀu 
 tʰɯŋ¹mɤː⁴ kaj³ nan⁶ daj⁵ tɛːk³pʰɛː³ laːj¹ kʰɯn⁵ maː² lɛːw⁶ daŋ³an⁵ 
 when chicken that did multiply many rise come already thus 
 
 «#¾ò Vò€ %¸u $¾ œ¾ò Ì!Â D¾b W‡òƒ FÀu ÌK #òƒ D£Ð ÌF !òl 
 kʰaw¹ saːm¹ kʰɔn² kɔː⁶ aw² kaj³ taŋ² laːj¹ nan⁶ paj² kʰaːj¹ tiː⁴ naj² kaːt³ 
 they three CLF.person then take chicken all many that go sell at in market 
 When those chickens had multiplied to be many, the three then took all those chickens to sell in the 
market. 
 
Eat.11 «N¥˜Ð #òƒ Ì!Â Ì?¾ (¸u Nò 
 mɤː⁴ kʰaːj¹ kaj³ daj⁵ ŋɔn² maː² 
 when sell chicken get money come 
 When they sold the chickens they got money. 
 
Eat.12 $¾ )¥:¾® .‹Q!¾u :¥¿ œ¾ò W€ªF¾° W‡òƒÆ B¸‹ 
 kɔː⁶ cɯː¹sam⁶ coːn²kan¹ sɯː⁶ aw² muː¹nɔːj⁶ laːj¹laːj¹ toː¹ 
 then again together buy take piglet many CLF:animal 
 
 Nò R¾ƒ( ¬Du Ì!Â FÀuu ÌK ¬C¾b 
 maː² leːŋ⁶ tɛːn² kaj³ nan⁶ paj² tʰɛːŋ⁵ 
 come raise.animal instead.of chicken that go again 
 They then again together bought many piglets to raise instead of the chickens. 
 
Eat.13 C¥b«N¥˜Ð «#¾ò Ì?¾ R¾ƒ( W€ªF¾° D¾bW‡òƒ FÀu vu Ì?¾ H£ Hòƒ 
 tʰɯːŋ¹mɤː⁴ kʰaw¹ daj⁵ leːŋ⁶ muː¹nɔːj⁶ taŋ²laːj¹ nan⁶ naːn² daj⁵ piː¹ paːj¹ 
 when they did raise.animal piglet all that for.a.long.time did year over 
 
 Nò ‰¾‹ ?ÁbYÀu W€ªF¾° W‡òƒ «.¥˜FÀu $¾ ÌWÐƒ Nò ‰¾‹ 
 maː² lɛːw⁶ daŋ³an⁵ muː¹nɔːj⁶ laːj¹ cɤː² nan⁶ kɔː⁶ jaj³ maː² lɛːw⁶ 
 come already thus piglet many those then big come already 
 When they had raised those piglets for over a year, the piglets grew big. 
 
Eat.14 «#¾ò )¢bÐ .‹Q!¾u #¾x œ¾ò W€ª D¾bW‡òƒ FÀu ÌK #òƒ D£Ð ÌF !òl 
 kʰaw¹ ciŋ³ coːn²kan¹ kʰap² aw² muː¹ taŋ²laːj¹ nan⁶ paj² kʰaːj¹ tiː⁴ naj² kaːt³ 
 they so together drive take pig all that go sell at in market 
 So together they drove all those pigs to sell them at the market. 
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Eat.15 $¾uSÐ¡ #òƒ W€ª D¾bW‡òƒ «.¥˜FÀu W‡ÁQV¾ƒ( ÌK ‰¾‹ «#¾ò Vò€ %¸u 
 kan²waː⁴ kʰaːj¹ muː¹ taŋ²laːj¹ cɤː² nan⁶ lan³seːŋ⁵ paj² lɛːw⁶ kʰaw¹ saːm¹ kʰɔn² 
 if sell pig all those end go already they three CLF.person 
 
 K£ÐF˜¾( $¾ .‹Q!¾u œ¾ò (¸u FÀu %¥u :¥¿ $‹òƒ B¸‹ Wu¤Ð( 
 piː⁴nɔːŋ⁶ kɔː⁶ coːn²kan¹ aw² ŋɔn² nan⁶ kʰɯːn² sɯː⁶ kwaːj² toː¹ nɯŋ³ 
 sibling then together take money that return buy water.buffalo CLF.animal one 
 
 ‰¾ ÌC Nò\ Wu¤Ð( «V‰¾‹ 
 lɛː⁶ tʰaj¹ maːk⁴ nɯŋ³ seː¹lɛːw⁶ 
 and plough CLF:tools one already 
 When they'd finished selling all those pigs, the three siblings took that money and bought a 
water buffalo and a plough. 
 
Eat.16 .‹Q!¾u )¨( Nò V¨Â «Q¥u «#¾ò 
 coːn²kan¹ cuːŋ¹ maː² suː³ rɤːn² kʰaw¹ 
 together lead.on.rope come to house they 
 Together they led it back to their home. 
 
Eat.17 «N¥˜Ð Ì?¾ N£ $‹òƒ ‰¾ ÌC ‰¾‹ «#¾ò Vò€ %¸u K£ÐF˜¾( 
 mɤː⁴ daj⁵ miː² kwaːj² lɛː⁶ tʰaj¹ lɛːw⁶ kʰaw¹ saːm¹ kʰɔn² piː³nɔːŋ⁶ 
 when did have water.buffalo and plough already they three CLF.person sibling 
 
 $¾ .‹Q!¾u ÌC !òbOòb D£Ð #¾òb V‹Q «#¾ò FÀu «V‰¾‹ 
 kɔː⁶ coːn²kan¹ tʰaj¹ kaːŋ¹jaːŋ² tiː⁴ kʰaːŋ⁵ soːn¹ kʰaw¹ nan⁶ seː¹lɛːw⁶ 
 then together plough land at side garden they that already 
 After they'd got the water buffalo and plough, the three siblings together ploughed the land beside 
their garden. 
 
Eat.18 .‹Q!¾u H¨! «#Àò ÌS¾ !¢u 
 coːn²kan¹ puːk³ kʰaw⁵ waj⁶ kin¹ 
 together plant rice for.purpose eat 
 Together they planted rice for eating. 
 
Eat.19 $¾u «W‡¥ !¢u $¾ œ¾ò #òƒ «Hu (¸u «!xW˜N Y˜NÌS¾ 
 kan² lɤː¹ kin¹ kɔː⁶ aw² kʰaːj¹ pen¹ ŋɔn² kep²hɔːm¹ ɔːm²waj⁶ 
 if left.over eat then take sell be money accumulate save 
 
 ?Áb F£¿ D§!Æ H£ Nò G¾ #òl )¢bÐ !s®W¥¿ «#¾ò K¹Ð¬NÂR¨! 
 daŋ³ niː⁶ tuk⁶tuk⁶ piː¹ maː² baw⁵ kʰaːt³ ciŋ³ ka²tʰam²hɯ⁵ kʰaw¹ pɔː⁴mɛː⁴luːk⁴ 
 like this every year come not be.missing so cause they family 
 
 G¾ Ì?¾ Y¤x Ì?¾ !Àu V¾b V¾] «.¥˜¿ 
 baw⁵ daj⁵ ɯp² daj⁵ kan⁵ saŋ¹ sak² cɤː⁶ 
 not did starve did fast anything not.even kind 
 If there was more rice than they could eat, then they took it to sell for money, accumulating and 
saving like this every year without fail which meant their family did not starve or go without. 
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